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Taking young learners from Beginner to Intermediate level, this three-stage ELT course offers a variety of factual and fictional topics. It consists of student's books, workbooks, teacher's books and
cassettes. Pupils meet crazy twins Patsy and Bob, the Round the World Kids, Gaz and Lex from outer space, and the time-travelling Time Twisters. They sing the songs of Skinny Jack, and learn about the
real world with reporters Nick and Helen. The course also encourages pupils to talk and write about their world and ideas that interest them.
Together with Grammar and Vocabulary for CAE and CPE, this book forms part of a series of grammar and vocabulary preparation books for classes taking the Cambridge First Certificate, Advanced
and Proficiency exams. Each book provides coverage of the essential structures and vocabulary needed for success in the exams. Each unit contains clear, concise presentation of grammar, with varied
and challenging practice exercises, as well as integrated coverage of vocabulary. Genuine learner errors are corrected through the Longman Learner's Corpus.
New Headway: Elementary Workbook with Key
Advanced Grammar in Use Book Without Answers
First Certificate Language Practice
IELTS Language Practice
Intimate Terrorism
A course which bridges the gap between intermediate level and the FCE exam.
In this text, particular focus is given to functional language, with units on areas such as greetings, excuses, directions and descriptions, agreeing and disagreeing. This gives students a wider view of grammar
and vocabulary in context in a variety of immediately useful everyday situations.
An Intermediate/Advanced Course in Reading and Vocabulary
Macmillan English Grammar in Context
Advanced Language Practice
English Grammar Practice No Key
Elementary Language Practice

This new edition is part of a popular series that provides an in-depth, detailed approach to English grammar and vocabulary. It is a thorough and comprehensive series that ensures students confidence with
language through the progressive levels.Clear explanations of structures and examples of use, with an answer keyExtensive written and oral practice Advanced grammar systematically revised and consolidated
through a variety of exercises in the CAE and new Proficiency (CPE) exam styles Comp
Practical Faster Reading provides the basis for a reading improvement course lasting a total of 30 class hours and has proved popular with students and teachers in a variety of settings. Thirty passages covering a
wide range of topics of general interest and accompanying exercises give practice in the reading skills needed at upper-intermediate and more advanced levels. Substantial increases in reading speed are usually
attained with improvements in comprehension and vocabulary. The full answer key for self-checking also makes this useful for the student working alone.
reference and practice for intermediate students of American English : with key
The Poetics of Gestalt Therapy
Advanced English Practice
Focus on Academic Skills for IELTS
IELTS Language Practice. Student's Book with Key

Winner of the English Speaking Union's Duke of Edinburgh Book Competition in 1992, this intermediate and upper-intermediate ELT course has as one of its objectives the encouragement of
student participation by inviting opinion and discussion. The organization of the individual units is designed to ensure that students and teachers can see immediately what they are doing and why.
Smart is a four-level course with a strong grammatical base for secondary school students. It introduces new language through ten topic-based units in which dialogues and reading texts help
present new grammar and vocabulary in situations of interest to this age group.
Plain Text
Language Practice for First
Highlight: Upper Intermediate
Intermediate Language Practice. Student's Book with CD-ROM (without Key)
English-french Vocabulary - Level B1
This book is part of the Macmillan English Grammar In Context series, a three-level grammar practice series with a difference.
Incorporating contextual examples in grammar practice activities, Macmillan English Grammar In Context is a grammar book that can
be used in both the classroom and for self-study. Key Features:Grammar explanations with traditional practice activities and
contextual examples Cross-curricular content areas include: literature science, geography, history and social sc
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This popular and reliable series is aimed at all students preparing to sit their IELTS exams. It retains many of the features
which make this series so popular: clear grammar explanations, themed vocabulary units to contextualise words and phrases, and a
variety of exercise types to provide plenty of practice. This is the ideal accompaniment for any IELTS student or preparation
class.
English Grammar and Vocabulary : with Key
Grammar and Vocabulary for First Certificate
Smart: Pre-Intermediate
Cambridge Global English Stage 7 Workbook
English Jackpot!: 1
The topics throughout the Coursebook have been chosen to appeal to an adult learner's curiosity, and to reflect material that they
would naturally read for pleasure in their native language. Critical thinking skills are promoted through the choice of topics and
the way the material is exploited.
Intimate Terrorism is a profound and beautifully written exploration of love and power that draws from psychology, literature,
popular culture, current events, and the author's own therapeutic practice to examine the contemporary crisis of intimacy--and
suggest what we all might do about it. "Extraordinarily well written popular psychology . . . . A probing account of contemporary
pain".--Kirkus Reviews.
English Language Practice with Key
Teaching a Parnoid to Flirt
English Grammar and Vocabulary
English Grammar and Vocabulary ; [with Key ; Suitable for Students at PET/B1 Level]
Macmillan English grammar in context. Advanced [with key, with CD-ROM]
Cambridge Global English (7-8) is a lower Secondary course following the Cambridge Secondary English as a Second Language Curriculum Framework developed by Cambridge English Language Assessment. The
course is also aligned with the Common European Framework of Reference. Workbook 7 is organised into eighteen thematic units of study based on the Cambridge International English Scheme of Work for Stage
7. The units are carefully structured to reinforce the language learning of the Coursebook, at the same time as extending students' knowledge via a range of exercise types. CEFR Level towards B1.
From the title chapter, "Teaching a Paranoid to Flirt" to "The Aesthetics of Commitment: What Gestalt Therapists Can Learn from Cezanne and Miles Davis," author Michael Vincent Miller explores the facets of
Gestalt therapy - the aesthetic, the theoretical, and the clinical. In his forty-year career as a practicing Gestalt therapist, a teacher of Gestalt therapy, his essays, reviews and commentaries on Gestalt therapy in
particular and psychology in general have appeared in publications throughout the world including The New York Times Review of Books and The Boston Globe. His book, Intimate Terrorism, appeared in eight
languages. This 400 page volume is divided into three sections: "Themes: Clinical and Philosophical," "Commentary," and "Founders and Shapers: Introductions and Elegies."
Advanced Coursebook
The Crisis of Love in an Age of Disillusion
Practical Faster Reading
Student's book
Global

This text is designed to revise and consolidate grammar points at the level of CAE and Proficiency exams, and this edition has been revised to include proficiency material in the
format of the 2002 exam. It is available with or without key.
CD-ROM provides over 200 extra exercises to help you practice the grammar presented.
Intermediate Language Practice
Destination B2
With Key
Face2face Pre-intermediate Stud. Book W. DVD-ROM
With Key ; English Grammar and Vocabulary
This new edition is part of a popular series that provides an in-depth, detailed approach to English grammar and vocabulary. It is
a thorough and comprehensive series that ensures students confidence with language through the progressive levels.FCE grammar
fully explained and extensively practiced through a variety of exercises in the FCE exam styleComprehensive coverage of key
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lexical areas, especially phrasal verbs, through a wide range of exam practice exercises Additional work on colloc
This provides: detailed information about the IELTS exam ; guided practice for all four skills in each of the ten modules ;
language input for speaking and writing ; hints anbd tips to help with special areas of difficulty ; language review at the end of
each module, focussing on key academic language ; five self-check progress tests recycling key language and skills in new contexts
; guidance on assessing your writing ; ideas for speaking and writing about the topics in reading and listening texts ; tips on
how to improve your performance in all four skills ; and detailed answer key and tapescripts.
Intermediate Language Practice with Key
A Reference and Practical Book for Advanced Learners of English
Language practice
Countdown to First Certificate
Essential with Key
The world's best-selling English course - a perfectly-balanced syllabus with a strong grammar focus, and full support at all six levels.Headway's trusted methodology
combines solid grammar and practice, vocabulary development, and integrated skills with communicative role-plays and personalization.Authentic material from a
variety of sources enables students to see new language in context, and a range of comprehension tasks, language and vocabulary exercises, and extension
activities practise the four skills. "Everyday English" and "Spoken grammar" sections practise real-world speakingskills, and a writing section for each unit at the
back of the book provides models for students to analyse and imitate.Workbook audio available at a
href="https://elt.oup.com/student/headway/?cc=gbandselLanguage=en"www.oup.com/elt/headway/a.
Grammar & Vocabulary
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